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Women Law And Human Rights
Zarmina spent her life fighting discrimination to become a prominent Afghan lawyer. But the approaching US withdrawal has her afraid she could lose it all.
Afghans fear women and minorities could lose hard-won rights after foreign troop withdrawal
Women married under customary law will soon have equal rights to marital assets should they divorce. Their children will also have increased rights to inheritance. These are two major amendments made ...
Women married under Customary law finally have equal rights during divorce
Zwedru – The Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR) in partnership with the Law Reform Commission (LRC), Ministry ... and other key community stakeholders comprising women and youth, ...
Liberia: OHCHR and Partners Conduct Awareness-Raising And Local Consultation on Human Rights And National Legislations Relating to Women And Girls
Trafficking of Iranian women and girls is among the issues in which women’s fundamental rights are ignored. In human trafficking ...
Trafficking of Iranian Women Often Takes Place Through Three Provinces
There is some controversy over the name of a bill being considered in our state: “Jennifer’s Law” hopes to expand the definition of domestic violence in this state. It was ...
Family members upset with name change of domestic violence bill known as ‘Jennifer’s Law’
A jury of seven women and five men found former Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin of all three charges against him the the murder of George Floyd.
We breathed again, again, and again. Like George Floyd could not.
The Centre for Human Rights and Rehabilitation (CHRR) has faulted the Malawi Government for what it described as a lack of clear commitment by authorities at the seat of government at Capital Hill to ...
CHRR demands 30% reservation of public procurement for women
Women's rights could be rolled back 200 years in Egypt under a proposed law that would stop them signing their own marriage certificates, registering their child's birth or travelling abroad without a ...
Egyptian women oppose 'repressive' bill to strip them of rights and freedoms
Treatment of women in Islamic societies is unbelievably unegalitarian. Muslims have forgotten what was commanded to them 1400 years ago. Newspapers carry oblique references to Muslim women's fight for ...
Learn the Status Of Women In Islam from Quran and Hadees, Not from Militant Ideology
Loujain al-Hathloul received the Council of Europe's Václav Havel Human Rights Prize. The activist had pushed to end a ban on women driving in Saudi Arabia.
Saudi women's rights activist Loujain al-Hathloul awarded 2020 Vaclav Havel prize
If the United States can practice what it preaches, it will have a renewed opportunity to advance the cause of human rights globally, to the benefit of its interests and in line with its values. As ...
Global Human Rights Leadership Begins at Home
Caster Semenya’s case and that of other black women athletes spells bad news for the human rights of women in sport, including their right to dignity and equality ...
The sports world is failing to protect the human rights of women athletes
José Fernando Reyes Cuartas Colombian Constitutional Court Palace of Justice Bogotá, D.C. – COLOMBIA Case: T8018193, 11001310304520200002500 ...
Amicus brief on killings of human rights defenders in Colombia
The development of the UK’s domestic sanctions regime is of critical national importance and presents a significant opportunity for the UK to ...
The UK can build a world-leading sanctions regime that preserves human rights and the rule of law
This verdict brings us a step closer, and the fact is we still have work to do. We still must reform the system. Last summer, together with Senator Cory Booker and Representative Karen Bass, I ...
Biden and Harris on the Chauvin Trial Verdict
The series will be feted with a National Visibility and Impact Award at the org's “Time for Equality Live" fundraiser.
Human Rights Campaign to Honor FX’s 'Pose' at Virtual Gala
If situation continues to deteriorate, conflict could escalate into civil war as Myanmar at risk of becoming a 'failed state' - Anadolu Agency ...
OPINION - Human rights in Myanmar after military coup
As the hit series Pose prepares to air its third and final season, the Human Rights Campaign has announced it plans to honor the show.
‘Pose’ to be honored at Human Rights Campaign’s virtual event Time for Equality Live
Legislators and leaders of human rights organizations are sounding off after Derek Chauvin was found guilty on all charges in the death of George Floyd.
Tennessee leaders and organizations react to guilty verdict in Chauvin trial
The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has criticized Mexico for failing to guarantee the human rights of a range of people last year.
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